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Abstract
Nowadays, RFID has become very popular technology and applications in various fields.

Restrictions of computation cause RFID have a security problem due to its light, fortunately,
there is a lot of experts have proposed a number of ways to solve these problems such that
the issues have been addressed. In 2008 ”Computer Network”, Chen et. al. proposed a novel
mutual authentication scheme based on quadratic residues. Unfortunately, the paper is implicit
some of the security problems, furthermore, the scheme may also be suffered from tracking
problem. Therefore, we points out the weakness of CCS protocol and proposes a more secure
RFID protocol.

1 Introduction

RFID is a contactless wireless communication technology allows devices to automatically identify
people and objects by using radio frequency. RFID system was first applied in British on the
military’s IFF (Identification Friend or Foe,) its function is used to distinguish between enemy
aircraft and our aircraft. Initially, RFID is not very popular till WalMart Stores requires suppliers
to embed RFID tags on goods, to substitute the traditional bar codes in order to save time, logistics
cost and warehouse management. Recently, application of RFID in industry, academia, more and
more, is widely used in various fields, such SCM (Supply Chain Management), animal identification,
passports, libraries and transportation payments etc. EPC Global Inc. has also developed EPC
(Electric Product Code) and ISO standards. Through the use of ONS (Object Naming Service,) it
can obtain item serial number and related information. In the next few years, RFID will continue
to increase in demand. In RFID widely used, the privacy and security have paid more attention.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the detail of RFID system and
privacy and security requirement. Section 3 is to introduce the related works. In section 4, we
describe the improved protocol we proposed. In the next section 5 is security analysis and the last
section 6 is conclusion.

2 RFID System

RFID system is composed of tags, readers and back-end system with middleware and database. A
tag consists of the antenna and the integrated circuit, used for storages, calculations, modulates
and demodulate radio frequency signal. A tag communicates with the backend system through
the reader. The backend system processes the information from tag via the reader and applies the
information to service.
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2.1 RFID tag categories

In general, according to supply mode of RFID tags, it can be divided into three categories.

1. Active RFID Tag: The Active RFID Tag has its own battery. It can take the initiative to
send signals to the reader. Active RFID Tags has a wide range of communications and has
enough power to do more complex calculations, but the volume compared to passive tags is
to large, and its prices is higher than Passive tags.

2. Passive RFID Tag : A passive RFID tag not have their own battery, it just rely on the signal
transmitted by reader into enough energy to do calculations and return to the reader. Short
communication range and cannot do the complex calculations are the disadvantage. The
advantage is lightweight and inexpensive.

3. Battery assisted Tag: Between active and passive tag, the Battery assisted Tag has its own
battery, and strikes a balance between function and size.

In different frequency bands have different applications and standards, the following is the
classification of the RFID frequency.

1. LF(under 135KHz): The effective transmission distance is less than 1 meter, and often used
in pet identification. The corresponding ISO standard is ISO18000.

2. HF(13.56MHz): The effective transmission distance is up to about 1.5 meters, and often used
in access control cards. It often used in public transportation cards, identification cards or
electronic passports. The corresponding ISO standard is 14443 A / B and ISO 15693.

3. UHF(860-960MHz): The optimum transmission distance of about 10 meters, often applied to
the container warehousing and supply chain management. The corresponding ISO standard
is ISO 18000.

4. Microware(2.45-5.8GHz): The effective transmission distance of about 100 meters, but less
penetrating. It often used in ETC (Electronic Toll Collection) system. The corresponding
ISO standard is ISO 18000.

2.2 Privacy and Security Requirement

Generally, RFID attacks can classified into four major groups[15]. (1) Attack on authenticity is to
obtain the certification from backend system. (2) Attack on integrity, for the data stored in the
tag and backend database, the RFID system need to ensure the correctness and completeness of
the information. (3) Attack on confidentiality, the purpose of this attack is attempting to obtain
personal and Tags information. (4) Attacks on availability is to make RFID system doesnt work.
The attacks and personal privacy are closely related with system security. The following will address
the privacy and security requirement.

2.2.1 Privacy requirement

There are some privacy issues to be concerned. We discuss it as follows.
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1. Tracking: To track individual movements, or the movement of goods, which are likely to
violate personal privacy. For example, to track Hong Kong Octopus Cards, Taipei Easy
Card, and even a personal identity card or passport and so on.

2. Inventorying: Construction of shopping habits of individuals, firms inventory, are privacy and
confidential information of people and vendor.

2.2.2 Security requirement

There are some security requirements to be considered as list as follows.

1. Forward security: In the system running for some time, even if adversary crack the password,
he has no way to use the password to know about the past information.

2. Eavesdropping: Because RFID is a wireless transmission equipment, all of the information is
carried by radio waves through air; therefore, the communication between the tag and the
reader may be eavesdropped.

3. Man-in-the-middle attack: Man-in-the-middle attack is an attack between the reader and the
tag. Within the area of the intersection of the transmission in the reader and the tag, the
adversary can play an intermediary to launch Man-in-the-middle attack.

4. Denial of service(DoS): The system receives too many messages from the adversary cause the
system cannot work. In generally, the DoS attack in RFID system can be divided into two
categories: One is to cause RFID tag unable to work. The other is for the RFID Backend
system. the adversary made it impossible to provide services by sending numerous messages.

5. Spoofing: Spoofing is using a fake tag to masquerade as a valid tag to gain unlawful benefits
such as forging identity cards, passport or student identity card.

6. Replay attack: In the replay attack, attacker will record the useful information from the tag
and reader, then the attacker replies the duplicate to backend system attempts to obtain
certification.

7. Virus: If there have an tag emits the message with malicious SQL syntax to the backend
system, and the backend system may be suffered from SQL injection attack.

8. Power analysis: Professor Adi Shamirs paper[14] pointed out the power of RFID tags con-
sumes is different in password correct and incorrect. Under the electricity consumption, the
attacker can guess the correct password.

So far, there are many scheme[2-5,9-13] have been proposed to prevent security attacks for
RFID system, but still some are not perfect. In next section, we aim to describe the Chen et. al.s
scheme including how it works and be destroyed.

3 CCS Protocol

In [1], Chen et. al. proposed a novel mutual authentication scheme based on quadratic residues.
In their paper, Chen et. al. using the Chinese Remainder Theorem to evaluate quadratic residues
in order to achieve mutual authentication. This method will be described in the following.
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Step 1: In the beginning of each round, the reader generates a random challenge s ∈ Zn and sends
the hello message with challenge s to the tag.

Step 2: Received the challenge s, the tag calculates x = h(TID)⊕r⊕s, X = x2modn and R = r2modn
and sends the information 〈X,R, h(x), h(r)〉 back to the reader.

Step 3: The reader forwards the information 〈X,R, h(x), h(r), 〉 with challenge s to server.

Step 4: After receiving 〈X,R, h(x), h(r), 〉, the server evaluates X = x2modn and R = r2modn by
using Chinese Remainder Theorem and obtain the four roots (x1, x2, x3, x4) and (r1, r2, r3, r4).
The server is necessary to compare which h(xi) and h(ri) is equal to the h(x) and h(r) tag
sent, where i = 1 to 4, in order to determine the available x and r. Then the server calculates
h(TID) = x⊕r⊕s and use h(TID) to search out the TID with r stored in the database. If it
is not found, then the server will interrupt the session and authentication failed. Otherwise,
the server verifies is the r as same as the servers. If it is the same, then the server calculates
xack = TID ⊕ r and sends it to the tag. In the meanwhile, the server updates rold as r and
r as PRNG(r) in the database.

Step 5: After receiving the 〈h(xack)〉, the tag verifies is the 〈h(xack)〉 equal to the received 〈h(xack)〉.
If yes, then updates r as PRNG(r).

To be illustrative, the CCS protocol is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 The weakness of CCS protocol

In CCS protocol, we found that the adversary can counterfeit the tag and spoofs the server if the
information tag emitted was recorded. Below, we describes how crack the scheme step by step. the
weakness of CCS protocol is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1: The adversary generates a challenge s0 = [000...000] and sends the s0 with hello message to
the tag. After receiving the s0, the tag will calculate x = h(TID)⊕ r ⊕ s0, X = x2modn and
R = r2modn and sends the 〈X,R, h(x), h(r)〉 back to the adversary.

Step 2: The adversary also generates a challenge s1 = [000...001] and sends the s1 with hello message
to the tag. After receiving the s1, the tag will calculate x = h(TID) ⊕ r ⊕ s1, X = x2modn
and R = r2modn and sends the 〈X,R, h(x), h(r)〉 back to the adversary.

Step 3: After collecting that information, the adversary starts to solve the two equations. The ad-
versary has Y = h(TID) ⊕ r and A = Y 2modn and B = (Y + 1)2modn; then the adversary
calculates the Y.

B = Y 2 + 2Y + 1

A = Y 2

2Y + 1 = B − A

Y =
B − A − 1

2
Then the adversary gets Y = h(TID)⊕ r; furthermore, the adversary also records the R and
h(r).
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Step 4: Next, the adversary plays the legal tag to authenticate by the server. After receiving the
hello message with challenge s from the reader, the adversary calculates X = (Y ⊕ s)2modn
and sends the 〈X,R, h(x), h(r)〉 back to the reader.

Step 5: The reader forwards the 〈X,R, h(x), h(r), s〉 to the server.

Step 6: After receiving the message 〈X,R, h(x), h(r), s〉, the server verifies the h(TID) and r in the
database is correct; therefore, the fake tag is authenticated by the server.

Because of the weakness, CCS protocol is not applicable. Hence we improved CCS protocol to
achieve full security in the next section.

4 Proposed Protocol

In this paper, we propose a more secure protocol to resolve the weakness of CCS protocol. The
protocol will be described in the following.

In the initialization phase, the server first choose two large prime numbers p and q and calculates
n = pq. Then the p, q and n are stored in the database. And the n is also stored in the tag.

Step 1: When the tag approaches the reader, the tag receives a hello message with random challenge
s from reader.

Step 2: After receiving challenge s, the tag first generates a random number rT and calculates x =
h(TID)⊕r⊕rT ⊕s, X = x2modn and R = (r⊕rT )2modn; then, the tag sent the information
〈X,R, h(x), h(r ⊕ rT ), h(rT )〉 back to the reader.

Step 3: The reader forwards 〈X,R, h(x), h(r ⊕ rT ), h(rT )〉 with challenge s to the server.

Step 4: After receiving 〈X,R, h(x), h(r ⊕ rT ), h(rT ), s〉, the server evaluates X = x2modn, R = (r ⊕
rT )modn by using Chinese Remainder Theorem and obtains the four roots (x1, x2, x3, x4)
and (rT1 , rT2 , rT3 , rT4). For determine the available value x and r ⊕ rT , the server compare
which h(xi) and h((r ⊕ rT )i) is equal to the h(x) and h(r ⊕ rT ) tag sent, where i = 1 to 4.

Step 5: Then the server calculates h(TID) = x ⊕ r ⊕ rT ⊕ s and use h(TID) to search out the TID
with r stored in the database. If it is not found, then the server interrupt the session and
authentication failed.

Step 6: Otherwise, the server verifies is the h(rT ) as same as the servers. If it is the same, then the
server calculates xACK = TID ⊕ r and sends the h(xACK) it to the tag. In the meanwhile,
the server updates rold as r and r as PRNG(r) in the database.

Step 7: After receiving the h(xACK), the tag verifies is the h(TID⊕r) equal to the received h(xACK).
If yes, then updates r as PRNG(r).

To be illustrative, the proposed protocol is shown in Figure 3.
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5 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze our protocol is able to resist the adversary attacks and tracking problem.

1) Mutual Authentication
In the improved protocol, the tag and reader will verify the argument of each other. The
reader will check the calculated h(rT ) is equal to the h(rT ) received from the tag. If so, then
the tag with the database stored in the r is the same. In step 6, tag also checks the h(xack)
sent from the reader whether equal to the h(xack) tag computed.

2) Tracking Problem
Because the information 〈 X, R, h(x), h(r ⊕ rT ), h(rT ) 〉 tag generated is unfixable. It is no
way to use the adversary eavesdrops all information from tag emitting. Therefore, the tag is
impossible to be tracked by the adversary.

6 Conclusion

This paper not only points out the weakness of CCS protocol but also proposed a protocol to
improve the scheme, furthermore, we are also to solve the tracking problem. This paper provides
a more secure RFID protocol although the information transferred between the tag and server is a
bit much.
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